
Club experience is frequent and satisfying
something for almost everyone.

An important adjunct to classroom learning is the experience
which clubs and organizations provide. Activity is frequent and
satisfying.

Damon Edmondson and Michael Balducci (right) practice
Lincoln-Douglas debate before a tournament. National Forensics
League members (opposite center) share their research while
preparing for their next meet: Chet Lightcap, Carl Gantt (seat-
ed), Douglas Eader, Michael Balducci, Damon Edmondson, Jim
Mitchell, Scott Garmon (seated) Stephen Rogers, Jon Felice,
Mark Pressley, and team adviser Capt. Scott Sloan. Debate team
status demands discipline to prepare for public speaking and to
present ideas logically and convincingly.

Fine Arts Club membership is a ticket for cadets to attend
cultural events on-campus and in the community beyond. Capt.
Scott Sloan (opposite, top) preps the group on background before
an art show visit: Davidson and Field (standing, bottom); (front)
Perdue, Lightcap, Garmon; (middle) Felice Valdano, Kwiatek,
Spencer; (top) Coleman, Cline, Pohlman, JR Mosier; (standing,
top) Reinman, De La Guardia, Cullingford, CJ Mosier.

At the Douglas-Reed House of the Kershaw County Fine Arts
Center, Damon Edmondson (far right) concurs with Rob Whit-
mire that $180,000 is a bit steep, even for a very good Sir Alfred
Munnings oil painting. The work was included in a spectacular
show of sporting art to coincide with Camden's Colonial Cup
Steeplechase, November 27.

On campus, cadets volunteer for community service. Mrs.
Melinda Kane, Librarian, supervises (below) Chad Mangum and
Greg Ely in purging the card file. Lewis Sharp and Chris Rein-
man (below, left) distribute latest magazines for recreational
reading at Cline Library while Jason Jesseph (below, right)
shelves returned books. Time spent pays off in library training for
these assistants and assures superior service for cadet patrons.

Major Dale Randolph (below right, opposite) is International
Club adviser. Perusing pictures from south of the border are John
Montezuma, a Colombian, resident in Singapore; Damon
Saunders from Bermuda; Andres Valdano of Ecuador; Julio De
La Guardia from Panama; and Alberto Montezuma, Colombian.
Grouping of foreign students is informal and the club helps
members establish identity in the community. Media focus on
their countries makes them resident experts for background on
international events.
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